James and Rachel Lowrie Family Awards

Application Deadline: Tuesday, February 19, 2019

The James and Rachel Lowrie Family Awards is given in recognition of a junior or senior whose oral and written performance in English courses at Iowa State University demonstrates outstanding growth, perception, and capability in the study of literature.

CANDIDATES WILL BE NOMINATED BY A FACULTY MEMBER and selected by a committee of staff and students. Interested applicants may ask faculty members to nominate them or faculty members may inform students of their willingness to serve as nominators. Faculty members should email their nominations (either as attachments or directly within the body of the email) to Christiana Langenberg, Advising Coordinator, clang@iastate.edu. These letters should specifically address the student’s “outstanding growth, perception, and capability in the study of literature.”

Completed applications (including this page and a form cover sheet) should be returned to an English undergraduate adviser, or taken to 203 Ross.
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